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A N O T E  O N  THE LIGHT-EMISSION O F  SOME AMERICAN 
L A M P Y R I D B .  

BY F. ALEX. MCDERMOTT, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

I n  connection with the collection of specimens for some work on 
physiologic light, I have had occasion to observe the modes of light- 
emission of some species of American Lampyridz cornmon i11 this neigh- 
bourllood (Washington, D. C.), and thought that some of these might be 
of interest. Tlie species most common here, a t  least within the city limits, 
is Photinuspymlis Linn.; Photi?zus consn~zguineus Lec., Phoz'i?~tts scir~tiG 
Zanr Say, Photuris pen~zsyLvnnicn Geer, and Lecontea (Pyf-nclomena) 
nngw'atn Say, were also observed. Eac11 of these species appears to emit 
its light in a different and characteristic way-sometimes in several ways. 

The  insect whose light-emission is best known here is the Photinus 
pymlis. This is the insect which abounds in our parks during the sum- 
mer, and with whose peculiar ifdipping" f l~ght  as it flashes most of us 
Washingtonians are familiar. 'This dipping flight is indulged in by the 
male, apparently while seeking its mate, and consists usually of a short 
downward fl~ght, followed by a longer upward fl~ght, during the whole of 
which the insect emits a continuous light, the whole phenomenon occupy- 
ing fro111 half a second to a second. The light appears to be at its 
maximum brilliancy during the turn at the lowest point of the flight, 
increasing rapidly on the descending flight, and decreasing on the ascend- 
ing. At the completion of the flash the insect remains dark for some 
seconds, or perhaps minutes, and then repeats the operation, either near 
the same locality, or after a fl~ght to some point usually not far from its 
starting point. Sometimes the light does not entirely die out imnlediately 
after the flash, but a phosl~horescent glo~7 is left shining for some seconds, 
sometimes till the next flash-and by this residual glow the insect may be 
trailed with ease at  night. Later in the evening the insects fly higher, 
and then flash when flying straight, or, indeed, in any direction ; the 
dipping flight appears to be indulged in only when near the earth. Occa- 
sionally they flash near the earth when flying in a curve the reverse of 
that described, that is, a rising flight followed by a descending one ; rarely, 
also, they may be observed to twinkle, as will be described for the PAoturis. 

This de~cript ion applies only to the male pyralis. The  luminous 
organ of the male of this species occupies the entire ventral surface of the 
two abdominal segments next to the last, as well as a good poltion, almost 
half, of the preceding segment. T h e  luminous organ of the female 
occupies only a small spot, about a third of the ventral area, of the third 
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abdominal segment from the end. Although with apparently as strong 
wings as the males, they are heavier bodied, especially when pregnant, and 
fly comparatively slowly and for short distances, and their organ gives 
much less light than that of the male, though of the same quality, greenish- 
yellow. Both the male and female of this species have two small lunlinous 
points on the last abdominal segment; these points frequently present a 
continuous faint glow when the rest of the organ is dark, but they d o  not 
appear to be involved in the normal flash of the insect. 

The  larva of the pyrnl is  is a narrow, sluggish glow-worm, and emits 
light from the ventral side of the next to the last abdominal segment. T h e  
lower side of the thoracic segments and the edges of the abdominal 
segments show the pink coloration characteristic of the thorax of the 
imago. I n  walking it pushes itself along with the end of the abdomen, as 
described below for the larval pennsyl'vnf~ica; the pyral is  larva, however, 
does not appear to have acquired the aquatic habits of the petznsylvanica, 
although i t  may be found in company with the latter glow-worm, in moist 
earth along the edge of roadways and paths. 

After thejyml'is,  the most common Lampyrid here is the Photuris 
~c~~~zsj~Zvnrzicnz Geer. This insect appears a little later in the evening than 
thejyil-aZis, and may frequently be noticed flitting around trees and bushes 
just after sundown. I t  is usually easily distinguished from thepyt*nZis by 
its different mode of light-emission, and the more greenish (or bluish) 
quality of its light. It is a much more active insect than the pyrnlis, with 
longer legs and a harder covering ; both sexes are winged and equally 
active. In  both sexes the l~~rn inous  apparatus occupies the ventral sides 
of the two segments of the abdomen next to the last, and apparently a 
 ort ti on of the dorsal side also, since the light may be seen through the 
slight gap between the elytra when the insect is viewed from above. The  
female appears to give a slightly less intense light ; at least, in mating, one 
insect is usually to be observed to be less brilliant than the other. The 
males are fighters, and on several occasions, when two or more have been 
imprisoned in a test-tube together, they have been known to kill one 
another, the insect killed being partially dismembered and the ventral 
portion of the thorax torn out. 

The  larvze of Pholuris pennsylvanica are broad, flat, sluggish glow- 
worms, rather resembling the common wood-lice ; they carry two small 
points of light on the next to the last segment of the abdomen, and when 
walking push themselves along with the end of the abdomen. About one- 
third of the apparent width of the larva consists of broad, translucent, 
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horny plates, which extend outward from either side of each segment. 
These larvze (pe?zlzsylvnnica) appear to be semi-aquatic in habit ; at  this 
time of the year (early Sept.), while walking along the edge of Rock Creek, 
in Rock Creek Park, Washington, D. C., numerous points of greenish light, 
which glow slowly and then die out slowly, to glow again in a moment or so, 
may be seen at the very edge of the water ; on investigatioii these proved 
to be the larval forms of the fiotzdris clinging to moist stones, weeds, etc., 
and presumably preying upon the smaller living things there. I noticed 
one quite remarkable sight; looking over a bridge which spans the creek 
just above a dam, one could see several of these points of light apparently 
on the surface of the water, and withio a radius of about five feet, glowing 
and dying out again in their charac~eristic manner ; upon closer observa- 
tion there appeared to be at  least a hundred of these larvrr thus apparently 
floating. The  current here is slo\v, but perceptible, and as the mass of 
points of light did not change their position either with relation to each 
other or with the bridge, they must have been clinging to grasses or stones 
a t  the surface of the water. When compared at night in the same tube, 
the light of the larva ofpennsylva~zica is distinctly more greenish than that 
of the larva offymlis.  

T h e  first time I saw the pen~zsylvanicn in this neighbourhood, they 
were flitting around the tops of some rather high trees, the flight being in 
no particular direction. As seen there, they flashed with greater frequency 
than the pyml'is ordinarily does; and the flash, instead of being a sing12 
prolonged emission, as in the latter insect, consisted of a series of several 
short, brilliant flashes, which may be best described as a "twinkling." 
This twinkling has often been observed since, and appears to be one of 
the methods of light-emission most comnlonly indulged in by this species. 

Since this first observation, however, the penrtsylvanicn has been 
observed to emit light in several other characteristic ways. The  most 
common of these, and probably the most common mode of light-emission 
of this insect, consists of a single prolonged fl-ish, about as long in dura- 
tion, and about as frequently repeated as the dipping fl ~ s h  of the pyl-nlis, 
delivered while the insect is flitting around bushes and the branches of  
trees. The flash differs markedly from that of thepyral is .  I t  begins as 
a faint glow, rapidly increasing in brilliancy, until it attains an intensity 
obviously much greater than that of the illu:ninatioii of the commoner 
insect. I t  then ends suddenly, leaving an impression oil the retina similar 
to, hut of course much less intense than that produced by a sudden flzsh 
of lightning observed at  night. As the maxim~im intensity of the light is 



approached the speed of flight appears to diminish, and as the final point 
is reached the insect flies very slowly in a small rising helix, or, if flying 
straight, may conie to an almost con~plete  stop. Occasionally the flash is 
follo~ved by a residuzl phosphorescelice, similar to that observed with the 
pymlis ,  and ],ather more ral-ely the flash is not ended suddenly, but 
allowed to fade out more gradually, in a manner resembling the normal 
flash of the pyral is .  

Another natural tnode of light-emission of this insect consists of a 
single, momentary bright flash, lasting only a small fraction of a second, 
and delivered without respect to locatioll br manner of flight; these 
flashes are apparently isolated instances of the flashes emitted by the 
insect when in captivity, as will be described, or of the last natural mode 
of light-emission which I have noticed. This last method, which I have 
o b s e ~ v e d  only three times, consists of a vertical drop or fall of several 
feet-about ten feet i ~ i  each of the three cases' noted-during the whole 
course of which the insect is flashing rapidly. On the third occasion on 
which I noticed this falling flight, the insect continued to flit around the 
weeds near which he had dropped, still flashing rapidly. 

I n  captivity the 9 y ~ n Z i s  soon loses its lu~ninous propensity, and 
attains a quiet, slow.creeping condition, in which it gives no light, or only 
occasional flashes. T h e  peansyivnnica, however, is very restless when in 
captivity, running rapidly around his prison, and flashing almost continu- 
ously at  intervals of about a second, these flashes never reach the full 
brilliancy of the natural corujcations of the insect, but are still quite bright. 

The  males of P h o t i ~ z u ~  c o ~ z ~ a ~ ~ g z ~ i n e u ~ ,  P. scinfillans and Leconfen 
arzgulnt~r all emit their light in sliort, bright flashes, apparently without 
relation to their manner of flight. The n?~gr~Zatu emits two such flashes, 
separated by a iraction of a second's interval, follo~ved by a longer interval 
before the next two. T h e  co~rsan~ui~zeus usi~ally emits n single flash, 
much shorter and more sudden than that of the pymZis, sometimes 
followed by a I-esidual phosphorescence, similar to that of thepyml is ;  
occasionally, too, I have seen tlienl give a twi~ililing light, suggestive of 
t'hepe/znsylvn?rica. T h e  males of both of these species were first captured 
under the in11)l.ession that they were the pen~asyZvarzica, only the light 
being observed before capture. I n  both of these species the lunlinous 
organ of the male is col~fined to the ventral surfaces of the two abdominal 
segments next to the last. I have not yet captured a living female of the 
consa~~gui~reus; the female of the aagulafu has an organ of irregular shape, 
situated on the ventral surfaces of the same segments as in the male ; the 
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light must be less intense than that of the male, but I have not observed 
them at night. In the cyanide killing-bottle the organ of the female 
azqulata shines as  fo~1.r luminous points. 'I'he light-emission of the male 
scintillans is very similar to that of the pyrnl'ts, but shorter in duration, 
and not delivered during a dipping flight, but when flitting irregr~larly 
around bushes, etc. I n  appearance and location of the light-organ the 
male scintillans is a diminutive male pymlis ,  and from WatasC's drawings 
the female scintillans much resembles the fenralepyralis. 

Dr. Frederick Knab (CAN. ENT., 1905, Vol. 3 7 , p p  238-239) has men- 
tioned the difference in quality between the light of Photzk~us sciniillans and 
Photuris pe?~nsylvnnica, and Turner (Psyche, I 882,Vol. 3, p. 309), has called 
attention to the similarities and  differences between the light of Photinus 
pymlis ,  Plioiurisjen?zsylvanica and Pyl-ophorus noclilz~cus. Aside from the 
fact that the pennsylvicnica is a considerably larger insect, and, therefore, 
witha larger l ~ ~ m i n o u s  apparatus, there is certainly a distinct difference in the 
light. I have never submitted the light of scintilhns to analysis with a spec- 
troscope, but I have compared the light of pyralis,  pe~znsylvanica and 
co~zsaaguinezrs with a small Schmidt & Hxnsch spectroscope, having an 
arbitrary numel-ical scale reading fron o in the red (the lower end of the 
visible spectrum) to 6j ,  the end of the visible violet, and on which the 
sodium D-line corresponds to No. 1 3 ~  and the calcium lines H, and H, to 
j6.5 and 58.5 respectively. This little instrument resolved the light of 
thepy-n i i s  into a continuous band, extending from 5 to 25 of the scale, 
corresponding to the "structureless, unsymmetrical band" obtained by 
Ives and Coblentz (Bull. of the Bur. Standards, Wash. ,  D. C., 1910, Vol. 
6, pp. 321-336), in their excellent work on the luminous efficiency of the 
fire.fly. The light enlilted by the pennsylvanicn showed a s h o r t e r  spec- 
trum, extending frcm 7 to 24 of the scale, and that of the consa~zgui~zeus 
even shorter, extending from 7 to 2 2  of the scale. These were single 
observations, which I have unfortunately been unable to more than 
partially confirm, but the fact that the spectrum of the light emitted by 
the two latter species appears to be shorter in the red end than that of the 
pyral is ,  would seem to account for its more decided green tinge. The red 
light which Dr. Knab  and Mr. Barber (Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash, 1908, Vol, g, 
pp. 41-43) lnention as being noted in tropical species of Phengodes, is not 
regarded by Dr. Coblentz as being due to absorption in the chitin, as it 
5vould be but poor economy to generate such an efficient light, and then 
absorb a portion of it before its passage from the generating organ. 
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What the s ~ ~ b s t a n c e  is that is burned to produce this light we d o  not 
kuorv. A large number of c l~e; l~icals  and ~nixtnres of chenlicals have been 
found to give light under certain conditions, usually of oxidation. One of 
these (formaldehyde and pyrogallol, oxidizcd by strong hydrogen peroxid 
solution), investigated by Max 'I'rautz (Zeitschrift f, physikal. Chemie, 
1905, Vol. 53, pp. 1-1 11), produced a light whose spectrum appears to 
roughly approximate that of the fire-fly. 

I n  this connection I have found that the spectrum of the light pro- 
duced on moistening with con~mercial tl-~ree-per-cent. hydrogen peroxid 
solution, the ground luminoi~s tissue of the jyrnlis, which has been dried 
in hydrogen over sulphiiric acid, extends only from g to 15 of tile scale of 
the spectroscope ; that is, it lies mainly in the yellow and yeliow-orange 
portions of the spectrum. 

Some as yet unfinished histologic studies indicate that the structure 
of the photogenic organs of P'otinus_pymlis and Photz~~is pennsyl'vanicn 
are approximately the same, and nlucll as described by Townsend 
(American Natur.alist, 1go4,Vol. 38, pp. I 27-1 j I ) ,  for Phoii~zus nzayginell'zrs. 

The question naturally arlses, "What is the purpose of the light- 
eniission?" 'I'hat this phenomenon has some relation to the sexi~al 
function is scarcely to be doubted. Just why tliis family should possess 
this power, while it is limited to occasional mernbers of other families and 
of other orders of insects, that is, j ~ ~ s t  what conditions of life and environ.. 
ment render it necessary as an adjunct to tl:e sexual function, is not yet 
determined. Ehrenberg, in his extensive work, ' ,Das Leuchten des 
Meeres" (Abhandl. d. k. Akad. d. \Vissenschaf~en, Berlin, 1 8 3 4 - ~ 8 3 6 ,  pp. 
411-575), agrees that, while the explanation that the luminosity is a n  
adjunct of the sexual function is acceptable for the I>a~npyrid= and other 
bisexual forms, it will not hold for the hermaphroditic ~nsr ine  organisms 
that are lutninous, while WatasC (Protoplasmic contractility and Phosvhor- 
escence, Biol. Lectures, Wood's Hole, 1898, pp. 177-192) seems to leave 
one with the impression that he regards phosphorescence as a potential 
property of all protoplasm. I have no further explanation to offer in this 
connection, but the following chance observation may be of interest : 

I was l o o k i ~ ~ g  over a fence down a sloping firld, a little later in the 
evening than the period of greatest activity on the part of the pyml'is. 
There was no sign of luminosity nearby, though some distance away 
several males of thepymlis were flying about, One of these flew towards 
the fence, and then dropped downward, giving his characteristic dipping 
flash. Immediately the less intense lig'lts of several pymlis fe~nales 
appeared in the nearby weeds, where their presence had theretofore not 
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been suspecled. Since observing this instance, several similar, but not SO 

clearly defined cases, have been noticed. Barber's observations on Phen- 
godes Za'aticoZZis (Proc.Wash. Ent. Soc.,Vol. 7,  pp. 196-1 97) ,  also point strong- 
ly to the relation between lumir~osity and sexual function in that species.* 

Both sexes ofpyraZis appear to be non-luminous during copulation, 
but flash if disturbed. 

The phenorner~on woulcl be easier to understand if only the apterous 
or more sluggisll females were brightly luminous, while the males, as in 
PherzgotJes Zatico/Zis, were non-luminous, or hut slightly so. But in our 
two species most common here tlie male is beither considerably brighter 
than the female or approximately equal to his mate in brilliancy. 'I'he 
lutnirlosity of larvze is also a l i t~le  hard to comprehend, except as a 
developmental form of a rudi~nentnry organ. D:ibois has claimed that 
even the unfertilizeti eggs are li~minous. 

That the iight has also a protective function is also read~ly surmised. 
I have heard of at least one bo~ztzjile iinstance, where the sudden Rash of 
a fire-fly saved him from being made a portion of the evening meal of a 
chicken. Eetrveen [lie light r~>liich they give and the sticky exudation and 
unpleasant odour of iiiost sl!ecies, it seems hardly likely that they would 
prove a tenlpting morsel to insec~ivorous creatnres. Toads, it is said, 
have been known to eat them. 

'There seems to have beer1 sorne discussion, in times past, as to 
whether :he lighl-emission of the various luminons forms was voluntary, or 
at least under the control of tlie organism. One argument that was 
advanced against the view that the phenomenon was under the control of 
the organism was that the light of the luminous tropical elaters, cucuyo, 
etc., was constant, and not intermittent. Anyone who studies the natural 
light-emission of the Lampyridz can scarcely help but conclude that, 
except when they are subjected to some poi~erful excitement, s ~ ~ c h  as  
mecl~anical, electrical or c1:emical stimuli external to the organism, the 
light-emission is entirely voluntary, and under the co:itrol of the will. 
Apparentiy the insects cf the group Luciola emit a continuous twinkling, 
which has been stated to be synchronous with the respiratory movements 
of the abdomen, o r  wit!l the circulatory impulses of the hernolymph ; such 
synchronism may exist, but it would hardly seem to be proof that the light- 
emission was not under the control of the insect's will. The  cucuyo, indeed, 
has been observed to vary the intensity of its light apparently entirely at will. 

"I regret  that in this connection I have not yet been able to secure a recent 
paper by Meissner, "Wie leuchten die Latnpyridre?" in the Entomologische 
Wochenblatt, 1907, Vol. 24, p. 61. 




